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Editorial D Commentary

Norman Goldstein MD
Editor, Hawaii Medical Journal

This month we feature a manuscript on an all too familar topic. the
problem of box jellyfish in Hawaii waters.

We published an earlier study by Craig Thomas MD and Susan
Scott RN and their associates in the April 2001 issue of the Journal
dealing specifically with the effects of hot or cold packs on box
jelluish stings. In this follow—up manuscript. emergenc\ room
physician Craig ‘Uhomas M[). Honolulu Star—Bulletin marine sci
ence writer Susan Scott RN. working with Daniel Galanis PhD. an
epidemiologist with the Haw au Department of Health. and Ralph
Goto BEd, the very experienced water safetx administrator with the
City and County of Honolulu Parks and Recreation Department,
study the efficacy of some popular remedies of box jellyfish stings.

Aldoph Meat Tenderizer has been used e er since the late Harry
Arnold Jr. MD proposed its trial in the late l960s. Despite the
negative results of the study. beach-goers \\ ill undoubtedly continue
to use this treatment for their stings. Other home remedies such as
the application of figs. mustard, manure and perphaps the most
common urine, will also persist Hopefully, the work of these
authors will help get the message out that they just don’t work

The most effective method of relief recommended by the authors
is to spray or pour vinegar on the stung areas to inactivate the
nematocysts. then flush the remaining tentacles with fresh or salt
water, and either apply hot or cold packs or take hot or cold showers,
“whichever makes the victims feel better.”

The troika of hooks by Craig Thomas ans Susan Scott: “All Stings
Considered: First Aid and Medical Treatment of Hawaii’s Marine
Injuries”. “Pests of Paradise” and “PoisonoLls Plants of Paradise”
belong in every physician’s ofOce, first-aid station, school nurse’s
office, and hospital emergenc\ room in our state. If you dont have
them et. I strongly urge that you add them to your lihrar

“Our AMA”
or

“How to cover collective assets”

Man of our readers go right to the hack page to start reading the
Hawaii Medical Journal. Just in case you don t cad it back to Iront.
or if you missed the item b our Contributing Editor Russell Stodd
MD go to it right now.

The AMA needs leaders that lead. The AMA and 1-IMA has e lost
too many members, Fortunately the HMA is on the road to recovery.
hut we need a more active membership. We need your commitment.

Today’s Health Crisis: A Laughing Matter?
Karyn Buxman RN, MSN, CSP

According to a recent study, one of every three U.S. nurses surveyed
under age 30 planned to leaved their jobs within the next year. One
in five nurses plans to leave the profession within five sears because
of unsatisfactory working coniditions. According to the Bureau ol
Labor Statistics, 450.000 additional registered nurse will be needed
to fill the present demand through the xear 2005. Experts worry
about the year 2020, when the registered nurse shortage is projected
to reach 500.000 positions. coinciding with the increasing needs of
healthcare in an aging US populttion.

It is obious that the state of health care today is no joke. But it may
he a laughing matter, if one understands the premise that humor
oftentimes is generated by painful circumstances. There is nothing
funny about unlimited resources, job security or a physician who
responds quickly and cheerfully to a nurse’s request. The things that
make nurses laugh tend to he the ver things that drive nurses crazy.

While nurses often have no control over all the stressful events
that happen in their lives. they do have a choice in how they respond
to those happenings. No single strategy will be appropriate for every
situation, so a healthy individual must have a repertoire of re
sponses Numerous means of coping with stress in a healthy manner
are available, but one of those ways is with humor.

There are three primary functions of humor in the healthcare
setting: psychological, social, and communicational.

1’svc/io/oica1: As nurses become more anxious and their focus
becomes narrower, they hecome less creative and are more easily
angered. Stress mas not come from the event itself, as much as from
the nurse’s perception of that event. Humor provides a perceptual
flexibility that can increase one’s sense of control. Learning tech
niques such as cata.crropliing the eic’nI. where one takes the situation
at hand and looks for the absurdity by asking, “How could this be
worse? may help the nurse put the event into its proper perspective.

Social; As Victor Barge, a well-known comedian, said so elo
quently. “Laughter is the shortest distance between two people.”
When two or more can share in amusement, there Is a coininonalit
experienced among them, thus creating a bond. Some tpes of
shared humor, such as self—effacing humor, reveal one s own flaws.

‘humanness’ and s ulcrahilitv. This ‘res elation’ creates an environ

ment where the listener feels that it’s safe to share. helping to
develop rapport and establish or strengthen relationships. For that
moment, the humor helps to diminish the perceived hierachy, such
as nurse/patient, doctor/nurse, or teacher/student while all involved
participate in the fun.

Coynnilffli(afj(mal: Sometimes a joke is just a joke. But often, true
words are spoken in jest. It ma he helpful tor the nurse to know that

frequently people will present a scriou’ concern in the guise of a
joke. A patient ma joke about an embarrassing or friehtcning

C’o,iiinind on p 212
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Box jellyfish (Carybdea alata) in Waikiki
The analgesic effect of Sting-Aid, Adolph’s meat tenderizer

and fresh water on their stings: A double-blinded, randomized,
placebo-controlled clinical trial

Craig S. Thomas MD*, Susan A. Scott RN, BA**, Daniel J. Galanis PhD***, and Ralph S. Goto BA****

Abstract
The study measured the analgesic effects of three popular Hawaii
remedies for stings from the box jellyfish, Carybdea alata. Analysis
of data showed that aerosol sprays ofSting-Aid (an aluminum sulfate
solution,), Aldolph s meat tenderizer dissolved in water, and fresh
water neither increased nor decreased the pain of box jellyfish
stings more than the control (seawater,).

Introduction
Each month, swarms of spawning box jellyfish, (‘arybdea alata,
appear in the nearshore waters and on the beaches of Honolulu on the

or 10h days after the full moon.2 It is not known why this occurs
in this area.

cai-hdea a/ata is about 3 to 4 inches high and about 2 inches
wide, and has pinkish tentacles trailing from the four corners of the
square bell. The tentacles, which measure about 2.5 feet long, bear
stinging cells called nematocysts, which sting and immobilize
jellyfish prey. These nematocysts also sting people when the two
species inadvertently collide.

Each nematocyst consists of a barbed, toxin-bearing tubule folded
inside a fluid-filled capsule. A touch to the outside wall of the
capsule causes hydrostatic pressure inside to evert the tubule and
force toxin through the barbs and into the skin. This eversion and
discharge occurs within 3 microseconds making it one of the fastest
known events in biology.3 A nematocyst, therefore, can be thought
of as alighting-fast shotgun, the capsule being the cartridge case, the
tubule being the shell, and the toxin-loaded barbs the buckshot.

The rash and pain caused by these box jellyfish stings are self-
limited, usually disappearing with no treatment from 20 minutes to
one day. A few victims suffer generalized reactions, persistent pain
and/or recurring, itching rash, No confirmed deaths have occurred
in Hawaii from box jellyfish stings, but the pain they inflict can be
severe,

Home remedies for treating the pain of jellyfish stings are re
gional. Throughout the world people apply figs, mustard, manure
and other substances on stings to ease the pain. Urine, usually the
victim’s own, is a widespread remedy common throughout the
world, including Hawaii, Numerous Hawaii residents report that as

Correspondence to
Susan A. Scott RN, BA
365A Kae{epuiu D:rive
Kallua, Hf 96734

children they were taught to urinate in ajar at home and then take the
jar to the beach to pour on stings. Meat tenderizer is also an accepted
remedy in Hawaii. Beach-goers commonly keep bottles of it in their
vehicles or beach bags to treat stings.

Another sting treatment in the U.S. emerged in 1991, A Pompano
Beach Floridacompany, Knight Industries, began selling Sting-Aid,
a solution marketed to “relieve the pain from stings and bites of sea
lice, jellyfish, hydroids, stingrays, spiked fish, stinging nettles, fire
coral, wasps, bees, ants, ticks, mosquitoes and sand fleas.” Hawaii
lifeguards began using Sting-Aid on jellyfish and Portuguese man-
of-war stings and it was sold in some Hawaii dive shops and drug
stores.

The authors undertook this study because neither Aldolph’s meat
tenderizer, Sting-Aid nor fresh water had been studied as sting
treatments in controlled, blinded clinical trials. Fresh water was
included because some people report that taking a fresh water
shower at the beach or at home after a sting relieved their pain.
Others, however, report that applying fresh water to box jellyfish
stings increased their pain. Before this study was done, it was not
known if these treatments increased, decreased or had no effect on
the pain of a sting.

Besides the value of this trial to victims, lifeguards and health care
workers, Sting-Aid and Aldolph’s meat tenderizer have been a
significant expense to the Honolulu City and County’s Division of
Ocean Safety.

Methods
This is the second part of an ongoing study examining the efficacy
of different temperatures and solutions in treating the pain of box
jellyfish (C’arvhdea alata and Portuguese man-of-war (Phvsalia
spp.) stings in Hawaii. The authors have neither applied for nor
received funding to conduct or support any part of this study, which
has been approved by The University of Hawaii’s Human Subjects
Committee.

This part of the study was carried out from January 1999 through
December 2000 at Waikiki lifeguard towers 2C and 2D. During
these two years, no ambulance service was required for any victims
in the study.

Each patient 7 years old or older who came to a lifeguard tower
complaining of pain from a sting, and was not in need of emergency
assistance (as determined by the lifeguards), was sprayed with
vinegar. Immediately after the liberal spraying, the researchers
sprayed one of four solutions in unmarked, opaque spray bottles
labeled A, B, C, and D. Field workers chose one of the four bottles
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randomly by reaching into a container and choosing the first one at
hand. The spray bottles contained: A. fresh water. B. seawater
(control) C. Sting-Aid. a commercial pain reliever consisting of
water. detergent and aluminum sulfate (alum) and, D. Aldolph’s
meat tenderirer. a commercial food compound consisting of more
than 99 percent salt, sugar. food starch and less than I percent
papain. A mixture of one part Aldolph’ s powder in four parts of tap

water produced a saturated solution.
Although applyine a sictinis o’a n urine to his or her stings and

marine iniunes is onc of the most common local remedies used in
F-lass au. the authors deemed that testing it was inappropriate at a

public beach.
After receiving the unmarked spra\ s. the victim made a single

mark on a visual analog ( VAS ) pain scale from I to 100 millimeters

at 0. 5. 10, and 15 minutes.

Results
Sample and Data Analysis
The (lataset contained information on 63 individuals. However, one

(in the fresh water group) dropped out after the vinegar dousing. The
sample size for the analysis of pain score after treatment is therefore
62.

More serious sample attrition begins h\ the 5-minute mark. Only
56 participants gave complete data at 5 minutes, and only 32 at 10
minutes. Only 12 participants provided pain scores at 15 minutes.
too few for analysis of treatment effects.
Thus, the most reliable results are those
from the pain scores at 0 and 5 minutes.
There were no clear associations between
the treatment group and the rate of dmp—

ping out.
Starting at the 5—minute pain score, two

different analytic methods were used. one
which considered only the data actually
collected. and another method in v hich
missing pain scores were imputed with

the last pain score recorded. Both meth
ods gi e results that are limited in com
parison to the results from the pain score
at 0 minutes, The former method does not

take into account any treatment effect on
dropping out, and the latter relies on im
puted pain scores.

The pain scores were analyzed as both
continuous and binary outcomes. Graph -

cal analyses indicated the pain score’.

were somewhat skewed, so a square root
transformation was used for the analysis
ofcovanance. The results es crc similar to

those ‘s ith the untransfonned data. lioss —

ever, so the latter are presented here for
ease of interpretation. “sonparametric

statistical tests also corroborated the re
sults obtained ss ith the untransformed
data. l’he analysis of cos ariancc de
scribed the inter--treatment differences fl

the mean pain scores at 0.5, I () and IS

minutes, with statistical control for the pain score at 0 minutes for the
last 3 outcomes.

A binary outcome was also constructed, depending on whether the

participant experienced complete cessation ofpain or not over the 1 5
minute testing period. However, only 4 of the 62 participants
reported a final pain score of .2 in the salt water group. and I each

in the fresh skater and Adolph’s roup. Cne participant reported a
0 score at t) minutes. hut re—elevated pain scores after 5 and I))

minutesi Because of this loss number, the definition of cessation of

pain was widened to include a final pain score of 10. which then

included 16 participants. A logistical regression model was used to
anal re the odds of the cessation of pain across the treatment groups.
while controlline for initial tatter s inegar dousing) levels of’ pain.
Restilts are summarized in the following table. The 4 treatment
go ups had comparable pain scores after the vinegar dousing.
suggesting the treatment randoini,ation resulted in4 similar groups.
There were no statistically significant differences in pain scores
between the treatment groups at any of the 3 succeeding pain scoi’e
estimations: atO, Sand 10 minules, This lack of treatment effect was
consistent across both methods ot’ analysis. In Method I , there were
some differences of magnitude between groups at 5 minutes (e.g.
Adolph’s es. salt water group) and 10 minutes (e.g. fresh water cs.
Sting-Aid). but the corresponding small group sizes by these times
make it difficult to detect statistically significant differences. (Note
the standard error estimates increase at the 5-and 10-minute marks

Estimated* average pain scores, by 5-minute intervals and treatment group.

Method 1 Method 2

Group time: ‘anegar
dousing 0 mm. 5 mm. 10 mm. 5 mm. 10 win.

Ado{phs n 14 11 6 14 14

ca.n score 40.7 36.5 36.9 38.6 38.4 38.2

standard error
of pan score 67 3.7 5.8 9.9 5.1 5.1

Fresh n 19 19 18 8 19 19

water pain score 44.3 38,9 34.5 40.7 33.9 32.3

standard error
of pain score 5.8 3.2 4.6 8.8 4.4 4.4

16 16 14 9

water pain score 29.9 29.1

standard error
of pain score

‘us:r—ates at i. D. a”i a’e 5se OC.fl CC. ane’ -renar nC,S”C
I -:‘zan n-’’v ‘:.‘anss ‘c n-ala eslanrt:nn s’ra”e an canes

— “i, “ - ,. — .- ,,,, ,,
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in Method I),
Prediction of the cessation of pain, by treatment group

The proportion of participants who experienced the cessation of
pain within the study period was highest in the salt water group (6
of 6. or 35(4) and lowest in the Adolph’s group (2 of 14. or 140f).
The proportions in the fresh water and Sting-Aid groups were 26%-
and 23 respectively.

A logistical regression model xx as used to analvie the odds of
cessation of pain across the treatment groups. v hue controlling for
initial after incuar dousing lcx els of pain. However, no signifi
cant differences were found for the dd’ ol pain cessation across
these 4 treatment groups.

Discussion
Analr sis ot early data showed that pun relict from the tested
solutions xx as so similar to pain relict from the control eawateri the
authors terminated the stud’ cxcii though the dataset xx as snial Icr
than needed tbr statistical significance. Continuing the studr was
not x arranted since even with statistical significance. it was cx
tr niL lx unlikl that olinic il signut i un xx ould hc achiLxcd Clint

cal significance was defined according to two emergency depart
ment studies on VAS scores that found the minimum clinically
significant difference in VAS pain scores was 9 and 11.05

In discussing and studying the effects ofjellyfish sting treatments.
it is important to identify which Gcet of the sting is being addressed.
Medically, there are three:

I. PREVENTING FURTHER INJURY After a sting. invisible.
undischarged nematoc\ sts mar ic main on the skin’s ‘urlace. To
prevent lurther injur\ . these need to he inactivated.

2. CONTROLLING PAIN. Box ellvfish stings are painful. Some-
times the pain is severe. especiallr in sensitive areas, such as the
lace. neck. armpit or croin.

3. TREATING TOXIC REACTIONS. A fexx victims react to
Haxx an’s box jell fish toxin more sC\ erclr than others and has c
sr mptoins such as xxeaknes. duituness. nausea, vomiting and/or
shortness of breath.

Co,linues on jr 210
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The bottom of a box jellyfish (Carybdea alata) bell is almost perfectly
square with tentacles about 2 feet long trailing from each of the four
corners. These jellyfish swim about 2 miles per hour stinging shrimp
and small fish with the abundant nematocysts on their tentacles.
(Waikiki Aquarium)

This box jellyfish (Carybdea a/ata) was found swimming vigorously in
the Ala Wai Boat Harbor on the 8th day after the full moon. The authors
have handled these jellyfish by their bells often and suffered no stings.
(Susan Scott;
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‘BOX Jellyfish, continued from p. 207

In addition, nematocvsts vary between species, so that a treatment
that works for one facet of an injury in one species may or may not
work for the same facet in another. For example. vinegar inactivates
unfired nematocvcts in box jellyfish hut discharges them in some
Portuguese rnan-ol—\s ars. Because of this variability, and because

jells fish stings in Hawaii are LlsLIaIIv sell—limiting injuries, it is

understandable that victims perceis e a wide range of treatments as
effective.

leat tenderizer became a popular treatment in Hawaii after
Honolulu dermatologist Harr L. Arnold recommended it for Por
tuguese man—ol—war stings in a 197 I local publication: Arnold
developed this treatment based on a newspaper article he read in
1969 suggesting that meat tenderizer ma relies e the pain of insect
stings. 1—Ic advised a patient to dissolve a teaspoon of meat tenderiter
in a quartercup of waterand rub the solution into the stings. Because
the pain was gone in “a minute or two” and the marks disappeared
within 30 minutes, Arnold began treating his patients with meat
tenderizer and published a paper recommending it.

Nine years later, in 1980, Australian researchers discovered that
both household vinegar (2— 10% acetic acid in water) and acetic acid
(1.2% — 100% mixed in either water or seawater). rapidly. com
pletely and irreversibly inhibited the discharge of nematocysts on
the tentacles of the box jellyfish Chii-unevfleckeri,7Although the
effect of vinegar on the nematocvsts of Cars/idea alata has not been
published, the treatment is used routinely on those stings in Hawaii.
Sometime after 1980, Hawaii residents began mixing Arnold’s
treatment for the pain of Portuguese man—of—war stings (Aldolph’s
meat tenderizer> with the Australians’ treatment for preventing box
jellyfish nematocysts from discharging toxin (vinegar>. For years.

this mixture of meat tenderizer and s inegar has been the accepted
treatment among lifeguards, emergency workers and beach-goers iii

Hawaii for both Portuguese man—of—war and box jellyfish stings.

In theor . the papain contained in meat tenderizer hydrolyzes the
protein components of box jellyfish venom, and therefore, lessens
the severity of the sting. In a bee venom study, however, applying
Aldolph’ s meat tenderizer either topical l or injecting it beneath the
skin on mice with bee stings did not reduce the size of the lesion.
Only when papain and bee venom were mixed in a syringe first, and
then injected into the mice, was there inhibition of lesion formation.5

Because human skin consists of proteins, it was conceivable that
applying a protelytic enzyme to skin might cause further injury to a

sting victim. The data did not support this theory, perhaps due to the
small amount of papain (less than I percent) found in Aldolph’s
meat tenderizer.

One study testing the effects of substances on live, unfired
C/it rone.vtieckcui nematocystS. tound that freshl collected human
urine caused massive discharge after a 1 to 2 minute delay. This
treatmem. therefore, is not recommended for stings from the related
Carvhdea a/ala.

Based on the results of this studs, the authors recommend the
following treatment, in this order. for C arv/,dea alata stings:

Liberal lv spray or pour vinegar on the sung area to mactin ate
nematoc\ sts.

2. Flush any clinging tentacles awar with either fresh or salt water.

3. Apply either hot or cold packs, or take hot or cold showers
(whichever makes the victim feel better) to ease pain.
4. Severe toxic reactions require analgesics and may improve with
antihistamines and epinephrine.
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Medical School Hotline

The Role Of Accreditation
in Medical Education

T Samuel Shomaker MD, JD
Vice Dean for Academic Affairs

John A Burns School of Medicine

The John A. Burns School of Medicine of the University of Hawaii
is prcparinc for reaccrediiation. a proces that the school must
undergo at least e\ery seven \ ears. The reacereditation process is a
major jnstitutional commitment that requires thousands of hours of
preparation and extensive documentation, Contemplating the mag
nitude of the investment required to negotiate successfulE the
accreditation process, one might ask, “What is the intrinsic value of
accreditation” and “What role does it play in medical education?”
Accreditation is mandatory for the 125 medical schools chartered in
the United States. but not required for the operation of foreign based
schools. In fact. the Kigezi International School of Medicine of
Uganda and the Ross University School of Medicine in Don’iinica
recently sought to establish branch campuses in the United States.
Neither of these medical schools is accredited. Rosx Unix ersit\
recentl abandoned plans to open a new campus in Casper. \Vvo—
ming, intended to enroll somewhere between six hundred and a
thousand students annually. Such an influx of students, associated
faculty, and staff required to educate them would have provided a
significant economic boon to the community of Casper. Wyoming.
hut what is problematic about the establishment of such an
unaccredited medical school is that in order to practice medicine in
the United States, individuals must qualil’v and pass a series of
licensing examinations administered by the National Board of’
Medical Examiners. To qualify, one must have graduated 1mm a
LS. accredited school of medicine or be certified by the EdLicational
Commission for Fcireign Medical Graduates.

There are a number of reasons wh accreditation is of impor
tance. First, the quality of foreign medical schools ishighlv variable.
This is evidenced by the fact that half of the graduates of foreign
schools seeking licensure in the United States fail to pass the
licensing examinations, In contrast, less than 5( of graduates of
U.S. medical schools fail to pass these examinations. Thus, accredi
tation promotes a consistent standard of qualit across the spectrum
of U.S. medical education ensuring that the ast majoritx of ph si
cians produced b the U.S. stem are competent.

Second. requiring U.S. based medical schools to obtain accredi
tation has the effect of placing rational limits on the number of
physicians in practice in the United States. Allowing unaccredited
medical schools to open in the United States could potentially flood
the physician marketplace with new graduates seeking to establish
themselves in practice. thus dri\ inc the rapidl\ escalating cost of
healthuare even more quickl For example. it c’s en half of the I .i)O()
students a ear Ross intended to enroll had passed the licensnre
examination, the “successful’’ class size of5(f) ‘s’s ould t’arexceed the
size of even the largest U .S medical school.

Ifacureditation sin fact desirable. s’s hatdoes itconsistofand what

role does it play in the healthcare svstenl of our state and nation’? The
historx of accreditation provides some instructive lessons fortodav’s
situation. In the xears prior to l90() there were hundreds of medical
schools in operation in the United States. Many were small diploma
mills that guaranteed a degree to any individual who could pay the
mone required for tintion. A healthcare system rels ing on this type
of medical education. with no external standards available to insure
quality, resulted in medical care that was highly variable, and on the
whole, of dubious quality . Around the turn of the century both the
American Medical Association and the Association of American
Medical Colleges began re’s iewing medical schools to examine the
qualit of the medical education. In fact. h 19 it). the American
Medical Association’s Council on Medical Association issued a
publication. “The Essentials of an Acceptable Medical College”.
which listed the suggested standards for medical schools. These
included a curriculum of four years duration with two years of basic
science instruction and two years of clinical work, supervision of the
school by a dean, a required minimum core faculty ofgraduates from
recognized medical colleges with abilit as teachers and researchers
and adequate facilities for instruction. The existence of standards of
this type helped to bring about a consolidation of the number of
medical schools iii the United States since many of the schools of
questionable quality and intent were closed. Those that remained
improved their educational programs.

In 1932, the AMA and the AAMC established the Liaison Com
mittee on Medical Education (LCME) aimed at improving medical
education through the establishment of standards, In the early I 980s
the LCME became the national authority for the acci’editation of
medical schools, as recognized by the Council on Post Secondary
Accreditation and the U.S. Department of Education. This recogni
tion led to the addition of more accreditation standards in the ‘80s.
Through the ‘90s. additional standards were added in response to
national calls for reform in medical education and, even today, the
LCME is actively refining and adding to the accreditation standards.

The accreditation process consists of three parts. The first is the
compilation of a large amount of standardized factual data on all
facets of medical school operation. This is referred to as the
educational database, that harms the basis of the report. The
database is designed to give the LCME a comprehensive picture of
the state of affairs existing at each medical school at the time of
accreditation. In the second part, a medical school conducts an
institutional self—study, an analysis of the school’s strengths, weak
nesses and opportunities for improvement. The sell-study is de—
siened so that a large number of facult and students participate in
the ‘s’sork of analysis.

The third component of the accreditation process is a site visit h
a team if medical school facult from across the United States.
These individuals are dispatched to the school undergoing accredi
tation for a five-day visit with the purpose of clarifying questions
raised by the materials submitted by the school. The site visit team
meets s’s ith a wide variety of’ individuals at the host institution.
including administrator, faculty, students and the dean. During the
site ‘s ii t. the team x’s rites a i’eport that focuses on the accreditation
standards and the school’s compliance x’s ith them. The team also
prepares a list 0f strengths and weaknesses of the medical school.
which ai’e sharedwith the dean andthe Unix ersitv president at anexit
in t cry ic xv.
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The site visit team is a recommending body and takes no formal

action on accreditation. The LCME reviews the report of the site

visit team and makes an accreditation decision. The decision can

range from full and unconditional accreditation for seven years to

probation for serious violations of the accreditation standards.

The accreditation standards consist of nearly 156 separate re—

quirenients. Of these. approximately So apply to teaching. learning

and evaluation. i.e. the educational process. A recent initiative of

the Association of American Medical Colleges called the Medical

Education Standards and Assessment Project examined a number of

salient issues in the accreditation process, including the meaning

and application of medical accreditation standards, the importance

and validity of medical accreditation standards and the influence of

accreditation on educational change in U.S. medical schools.

Accreditation requires that medical schools specify their educa

tional objectives, develop resources and programs to accomplish

those objectives and track whether those objectives are being

achieved through the implementation of evaluation systems. Ac

creditation is a quality assurance mechanism for medical education

in the United States. It requires medical schools to undertake

periodic external and internal self evaluations, a process that spurs

continual adaptation and evolution on behalf of those institutions.

Several reports have concluded that accreditation has had a positive

effect on the education of physicians in the United States.67 The

LCME claims that its accreditation standards encourages educa

tional reform, fosters the adoption of pedagogical methods more

likely to cultivate habits of self assessment and life long learning.

creates greater coherence of instruction across the basic and clinical

science years and leads to stronger institutional oversight and

accountability for the curriculum.6
In conclusion, the process of accreditation of medical schools in

the United States has led to an educational system for physicians

without peer in the world. This claim is substantiated by hard

evidence: 97% of students admitted to United States medical schools

subsequently graduate, 95% of graduates are accepted into resi

dency programs, 95% of residents complete their programs and 94%

of students and residency graduates pass licensing exams on the first

try.2 Although the accreditation process is complea, burdensome.

resource intensive and time consuming. it does appear to be foster

ing high quality medical education. For those spending many hours

preparing forJABSOM’s upcoming reaccreditation. it is of comfort

to know that the process has value both as an internal qualit control

mechanism and an external endorsement of the quality of the

education provided. Thus, continuation as a fully accredited medi

cal school is an important priority worthy of the efforts expended.
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situation. If the nurse responds in the manner as hoped, the desired

outcome has been achieved. However, if the nurse doesn’t recognize

the serious nature of the comment. then the ability to “save face” is

achieveable by’ saving “only joking:’ The skill for nurses is in

learning to listen beyond the laughter, whether the person address

ing them is a peer. patient. family member, or doctor.

Phvsiolotsical effri-f: In additon to the functions of humor, the

physiological effect of humor is identified as a benefit, Most nurses

are able to describe at least one negative phx siological effect of

stress: muscle tension, cold hands, headaches, gastrointestinal

distubances. and man\ more. While researchers have spent years

identifying the negative effects of stess on body systems. they are

now looking at the therapeutic effects of humor and laughter on the

human body. These include decreased muscle tension, deeper respi

rations. and positive increases in the immune system.

As nurses practice to improve their abilities to use and appreciate

humor, they also enhance their skill. “Humor appreciation involves

responding to humor produced by others or being a good audience.

On the other hand, humor production involves thinking of things on

your own to amuse yourself or others.” says Michelle Newman,

PhD. When using humoras a coping mechanism. one cannot always

count on being, able to find an external focus of amusement. “Of the

two, humorproduction is the moreportable skill.” says Newman and

adds, “From the standpoint of coping. it seems to me to be less

important whether you can amuse other people than whether you can

amuse yourself.” The implication for nurses is that while they may

gain benefits from humor when enjoying it passively, there are even

more benefits in being active participants by producing a humorous

state of mind for themselves.
Because everyone s sense ofhumoris unique. the techniques used

to create humor must be highly individualized. The methods need

not be flamboyant to be effective, For example, some nurses might

be comfortable wearing a small decorative pin with an amusing

picture or statement on it, particularly at seasonal times. Colorful

clothing with festive accents might he an option ifdress codes do not

forbid. Some nurses are subtle, wearing Looney Tunes socks or

Mickey Mouse jewelry while others walk the halls wearing a red

sponge nose or carrying a rubber chicken! Posting cartoons and

illustrations can brighten up any nursing unit. Sharing jokes, stories,

or embarrassing moments are other ways to generate laughter,

Humor baskets, carts and humor rooms are means of creating a more

humorous environment.
Mans nurses may refrain from using the skill of humor on the

grounds that it is not ‘‘professional.” Humor is not the equi alent of

“goofing off.” Indeed, it is important for nurses to maintain high

standards and high expectations on their units and to take their work

seriously, it is also important l’or nurses to he able to take themselves

lightly. Sad is the nurse who cannot learn to separate the tse o- and

that is no joke.
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Cancer Research11ib -Center Hotline

Cancer Research Center of Hawaii: 30
Years of Progress in Cancer Research

Sharon Shigemasa, R.N., M.S.,
Public Information Officer,

and
Carl-Wilhelm Vogel, M.D., Ph.D.,

Director, Cancer Research Center of Hawaii

The year 2001 marks an important milestone in the history of the
University of Hawaii’s Cancer Research Center of Hawan (CRCH).
It as 30 years ago that the CRCH was first conceived by research-
oriented scientists from among the University’s biomedical aca
demic community who were interested in unraveling the mysteries
of cancer. These scientists, under the leadership of the late Dr.
Frederick Greenwood. recognized the unique opportunities avail
able to study cancer in Hawaii’s multiethnic populations. Through
an organized effort, they convinced the UH Board of Regents in
1971 to authorize the establishment of the CRCH, initially as a
research component of the Pacific Biomedical Research Center.
Not quite coincidentally. 1971 was also the year that then President
Richard Nixon signed into law the National Cancer Act, which
would fuel the momentum for and funnel millions of dollars to
cancer research in the United States.

Dr. Richard K.C. Lee of the UH School of Public Health was
named acting director of the CRCH in 1972. while programmatic
development of the Center continued with the support ofa two—year
Exploratory Studies Grant from the National Cancer Institute (NCI .

In 1974 Dr. l.awrencc Piette. a biochemist, was named the first
director of the Cancer Research Center, and the CRCH received the
first of three consecutive Cancer Center Support Grants from the
NCI. The Center also received a construction grant from the NCI
which enabled the planning and construction of the current Cancer
Research Center building at 1236 Lauhala Street on the grounds of
the Queen’s Medical Center, completed in 1979. In 1981 the UH
Board of Regents established the Cancer Research Center as a free
standing, permanent, and independent organized research unit of the
University to facilitate its mission of understanding cancer and
reducing its tmpact on the people of Hawaii.

Despite succcsful early development, the Center was unable to
sustain further growth. Dr. Piette left the University in 1985, and the
(fenter lost its Cancer Center Support Grant. At the time. the CRCH
lacked sufficient appropriations and a critical mass of
multidisciplinary research faculty. The situation led to an extensise
esaluation of the commitment of the Lni\ ersit\ to cancer research.
and resulted in renewed and increased support of the Center in ternis
of funds and positions from the Univcrsit under then UH president
Dr. Albeit Simone,

An international search was initiated for a new director which
resulted in the appointment of Dr. Brian issell in 1988. Under his
leadership. the CRCH made great strides in relocusing its research

direction, attracted new research faculty, and succeeded in winning
an increasing number ofpeer-reviewed contracts and grants. During
this tune, the Natural Products Program. which identities new anti
cancer agents from marine microorganisms and local plants. was

established as well as the first endowed chair at the Center.
During Dr. Issell’s tentire. an NCI planning grant was awarded to

the Cancer Research Center in 1992 to help it get hack on course to
achieve its redesi nation as an NCI cancer center. Finall . in 1996.
the Cancer Research Center succeeded in its bid to once again
become an \C1-designated clinical cancer center with the award of
a new Cancer Center Support Grant. The CRCH has capitalized on
its \CI designation and has continued to grow and pros per in its

cancer research activities. Dr. Issell announced his resignation as
Center director in 1996. and after an international search. Dr. Carl—
Wilhelm Vogel asstimed the helm of the CRCH in 1999. Under the
new leadership of Dr. Vogel. the Cancer Research Center was rated
highly in its NCI review and was awarded a five year extension of
its Cancer Center Support Grant in 2000, totaling in excess of S It)
million.

In 1989 the total budget of the Cancer Research Center was $4
million. Today the Center is one of 60 NCI-designated cancer
centers in the U.S. Through the successful efforts of its research
faculty and staff, the CRCH currently attracts approximately S23
million per year in extramural funds, and an increasing amount of
philanthropic donations for a total budget of well over $25 million.
of which approximately two million dollars per year are provided b
the state for operating costs. This amounts to a 10: I ratio in
extramural funding versus state support, making the Cancer Re
search Center the most successful and cost-effective UH research
institute.

In the past 30 years. the CRCH has achieved a number of
important accomplishments. The Epidemiology Section of the
Cancer Etiology Program has long served as the cornerstone in the
development of the Cancer Research Center. Today its faculty
members are recognized vorld ide for excellence and their
groundbreaking research in a number of key areas.
• First to recognize and exploit the alue in studying the effect of
migration on cancer risk.
• Among the first to emphasize the role of diet in cancer incidence
and mortality.
• Identified diet as one of the ke environmental factors that alters
risk in succeeding generations.
• On the cutting edge of research attempting to unravel the multifac
tonal relationships between diet, genetics, and various susceptibility
factors.
• First to show that a diet rich in fntiit and vegetables was more
important in reducing lung cancer risk than individual components.
• First to identify that infection of the stomach by the bacterium
Helicubacter plori is an important risk factor for stomach cancer.

Fundamental laboratory research of the Molecular Carcinogen
Csis Section of the Cancer Etiology Program has contributed to our
understanding of cancer biolug
• First to demonstrate that ke dietar\ molecules such as Vitamin A
and 1—earotene could enhance cell communication and potentialI
reduce cancer risk.
• Identified key biochemical changes that occur in cells such as

Continue. ni, p. 2I
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News and Notes Henry N. Yokoyama MD

Potpourri...
“When 1 press my forehead with nw finger. it realir hurts.” A patient
complained to his doctor And when I do the same to my cheek it’s also
painful. Es en if I press nn stomach. I stifler... What can it he?’’
Stumped. the physician sent the patient to a specialist.
The man returned to his doctor the fol km inc week, “What did the specialist
sa’?” the doctor asked.
“I has e a broken finger.”

Laughter the Best Medicine...
A couple of anthropologists traveled to Indonesia, each going to a different
island to study the local culture, Soon, one paddled over to see how his
colleagues were doing.

e made a dtseover about the language: the scientist said. “Vi ateh!” Re
pointed his finger at a palm tree and the locals said, “[mhalogong!” Then
he pointed at a rock and the all said “k itthalocimg!”
‘‘see’” the anthropologist said. “The use the same u ord for rock and
palm tree. I Sn t that amati ng 2’’
“You know what’s nmre amazing?” the other scientist replied, “On the
island where I work, the same word nteans index finger!”

The old preacher was di ing. so he setit t’or a lawyer and an IRS agent from
his congregation. The law icr and the agent were puzzled since neither had
been aelose Irtend of the preacher. ..\s the two men entered the ding man’s
room the preacher motioned for thent to sit on eithter side of his bed. He
grasped their hands, sighed contentedli and stared at the ceiling.
‘‘Whi did von ask the tss o of us to cotne to our deathbed?”
“Jesus died between tss o thieves.” the preacher ansss ered. “And that is how
I want to go.’

Woman [cdoctor: l’; e been feeling absolutely marvelous with thoseftqiic
tabs son prescribed.”

During a visit to the ladi ‘s room, ms friend Addv heard the woman itt the
ne\t stall suddenly ask.” So how are ou?” Startled. Addi replied
tentatively. “Fine.” Fle woman continued, “So ss hat’s new?” Still
confused, Addv said, “Not much. What’s new with you’?” The woman then
snapped, “Do you mind? I’m on the phone,”

Potpourri...
Nursing Time: It Ss as another husi day in my practice. ss hen coming out of
my exam rootti. I os erhead a patient talking to mr office nurse. She
obviously knew my nurse troni high school. She was askin Nurse Gave if
‘he had gone to tiursi mig school after graduation.
Gaye anss\ ered . “Yes, of course I did and I hase been nursing sntce I
At that, a patient from the waiting room piped up: “Holy smoke, how old
is your kid?”

Dr. Linda Duo/to/fe

A Russiati c smonaut crash— landed in the .Au’-tral ian outback and ended up
in a small hospital. Reeainmne consciousness, he sass a nurse approachinc
his bed. Knowing that he oust he in pretir had shape. he asked. “Did I come
here fu_slic today,’ “No’’. the iture replied. ‘‘You cante here esterdar

“Court Je,s’ters’ by Peter McDonald, Q.C.

In 1994, a 25 ear old chap named Paul Kimbolt ss as charged with sexual
assault in Ogden, Ltah. The culprit escaped hut ssas apprehended easily

because he’d left the victim’s house niinus his pants which contained his
wallet and all sort of identification,.

Jim Balev was a burglar svho no one could es eraecuse of being bright.. One
night in 1965. accompanied as usual br his dog. Turn - he knocked oft a

Detroit liquor store and lugged the loot home as last as he colt Id. lear ing In
Turiti behind in the store. Vi hen the poltce officer ssent to tlte scene of the
crime he shouted to the dog. “flume, hoi . ‘‘‘I’ lie policeman followed the
pooch and promptlr arrested Ins master,..

Court Jesters...
In \atieonverin I 954. a younghank tellergasethepoliceas is iddescription
ot a real pro at ss ork. She said the man stood ni line. patiently svaiminu his

turn, and as soon as he reached her wicket, he growled. “This is a hold up.

Gis e me all rour money.”
She svas puzzled. ‘‘Where’svour gun” sheasked. “My friend has it and he’ll
use it,” What’s lie svearing’’ “ A hi’osvn acket.”
The woman scanned the line, then said, “He’s gone.”
“Well give me the money anyway,” the flustered fellosv demanded..,
“Wait right here,” said the teller. “I have to ask my boss,”
She s anished into an office, then seconds later returned and told the robber.
“You can only have 51 soon”
“That’ II do.” he said quickli and grabbed the meager amount offered and
scooted tosvard the door.. He svas grabbed by ts\ o policemen ss ho escorted
hint to headquarters...
“Ness at this’?” one of the officem’s asked, “Yes.” the man sighed. “It’s ins
first ti mite,’’

Walking into the local Chamber of Comnierce, the stranger looked
desperate...He approached the guy at the counter and asked, “Is there a
criminal attorney in town’?

The fellow behind the counter replied. “Yes, but sve can’t prove it vet!”

As a dental hscienmst, I had a f’atntli come in one dar for cleaning.. By the
time I ss as readi t6r the f’ather. he in formed me I had a lot to Ii s e up to. . . His
six iear old daughter kept commenting ‘‘that’s a very stuart lady cleaning
our teeth today.“The father fimially asked her why she kept going on about
my intelligence...
The little girl replied. “I heard people call her “The Dental High Genius.”

When a woman ni mi office became engiged. a colleague offered her some
ads ice The first ten years am’e the hardest,’’ she said.. .‘‘Hosv lone has e
you’ Sc been married’?” I asked Ten years.” she replied...

Medical Tid Bits

Dr. Moti Kashyap of the Long Beach Health care system and colleagues put
800 adults on the fbllowing regimen for a ear: 1 Niacin (extended release
form i h) Vitamin B and ci Los astatin
Rcsult 41 inrr. tsr of HDI -t’ r deere is ot I DL 42 durieasc in
trigli ceride

Kids’ .-\ntihiotic L se Declines:
A slims ci ot MD’s conducted hr (‘DC (‘enters for Disease Control N
Pies ention) shosvs that the rate ot antibiotic prescriptions written by office-
based MD’s for children under age 15 with respiratory diseases was

signific intL lowu at th5. end oh 9”198
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2lisses:
Sunglasses despite the different shades on the market still Fiil to fulls block
the two main types of ultraviolet radiation A & B.. which are linked to
everything from wrinkles to sun burn and skin cancer,.. Water skiers or
snow skiers develop photo keratosis ... Studies also link UV radiation to
cataracts and to macular degeneration .Sunglasses should have ofticial
decals indicating that the lens absorbs 09% to I 00% of Lv.\ and UVF3 rays.
For a little extra margin of sufet\ choose lenses that arc poiaraed. . . tan
K. Smith. M.D.

Folic acid:
Two years after folic acid was added to grain products in the U.S.. certain
birth defects of the brain and spine are down I 9%

Lutein:
A study of 450 healthy men and wo lien with high levels of lutein a golden
hued antioxidant found ni dark green leaf egetables are less likely to
trigger heart attacks, strokes, and blindness....

Coffee Intake
A I 0—year studs of 61.000 women h Swedish researchers concluded that
coffee does not protect against colorectal cancer.

A DHD:
ADFID is usually associated with hyperactive little boys. hut these days.
millions of adults are also being treated for Attention Deficit/Hyperactive
Disorder: and 50% to 60% are adult women.. The leading theory is that
ss omen noss seeking treatment have actually had ADHD since childhood.
hut v, ent unnoticed.

(‘nicer Reieurch (‘eon’,’ iJoiln,e, “ continued I,’o,n p. 2 1.4

protein phosphorylation leading to cellular proliferation that may he
the key to the abnormal functioning of cancer cells,
• First to identify a key dietar compoHent of Vitamin E. ‘y
tocopherol. as a potential cancer preventive agent.

The Natural Products Program has developed ne cancer—fight
ing drugs from marine organisms.
• C% ptophvctn was identified in cyanobacterta and is currently
undergoing phase H clinical trials for the treatment of cancer.
• The laulimalides (found in a tropical marine sponge), another
class of compounds whose anti-minor acti its’ was identified by
CRCH scientists, is currently undergoing pre—clinical testing.

The Prevention and Control Program has focused on reducing the
incidence and seventy of cancer and spans the continuum from
primary prevention and early detection to treatment and long—term
survivorship. The program has been instrumental in leading initia
tives to reduce cancer-causing behaviors in Hawaii’s multiethnic
populations including smoking. underage drinking, and excessive
sun exposure. This program has also been mstrumental in conduct
ing clinical trials seeking to reduce cancer mortality and morbidit
These trials include new treatment studies as well as interventions
to improve psschosocial well—being. Presently, through its Clinical
Trials Unit, the program makes approximately 150 clinical trials
from NCI-supported clinical research groups available to cancer
patients in Ha au in cooperation s ith community oncologists and
hospitals. Researchers in this program also conduct prevention
intervention trials to test the effects of dietary change on cancer
incidence as an instrumental component in translating fundamental
knowledge generated h CRCH research into practical use.

In recognizing the growing importance and growth of both, the
study of risk behavior in healthy populations as it relates to the
incidence of cancer as well as the need for more patient—oriented
clinical research, the Prevention and Control Program was dissolved
this ,lulv with the creation of two new programs. the Social and
Behavioral Sciences Program and the Clinical Sciences Program at
the CRCH.

In its early years the CRCH also pioneered the provision of state-
of-the-art diagnostic and treatment equipment when the technology
was riot a amIable through our eoinmunmt medical centers. Ex
amples of these include the first cell separator or pheresis machine
and the first radiation dosimetry machine. The cell separator
pros ided blood support to patients. who were rendered ulnerable to
life-threatening infection and bleeding as a result of their treatment
with chemotherapy and radiation. The radiation dosimetry machine
provided greater accuracy in measuring a patients dosage and
pinpointing the perimeters of the site to be radiated.

Since 1982 the Cancer Information Sers ice CIS ) of Hawaii.
whteh is a part of the Clinical Sciences Program, has made outstand
ing contributions in helping cancer patients and their families and
health care professionals by providing general cancer and disease-
and stage—specific information, including available treatment op
tions. Up through mid—October 1999. the CIS of Hass au p’°’ ided
this ittforntatton through a localE as ailable phone ‘ers ice, which is
noss1rovided to Hawaii residenls b\ information specialists located
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Cancer Research Center Hot/inc. “ continued from p. 2/5

at a C1S cafl center in Seattle. However, the CIS is now focusing its

efforts in cancer outreach by building and supporting partnerships

with community organizations whose constituencies are comprised

of minorities and hard to reach populations.

The Cancer Center also operates the Hawaii Tumor Registry

which maintains a database on virtually all cases of cancer diag

nosed in the State of Hawaii. It provides complete cancer reporting

for the entire state and serves as an important resource for nearly all

epidemioloical cancer research and cancer control studies at the

Center. It is in its 41 ear of operation and represents one of the

most successful tumor registries in the nation .Support for the

Hawaii Tumor Registry is primarily derived from the I%Cl through

its Surveillance. EpidemiologY. and End Results SEER program

with additional funding from the State of Hawaii Department of

Fiealth.
On September 22, 2001, the Center will celebrate its 30 anniver

sary with a signature event called “The Mauka Makai ... Voyage of

Discovery” on the parking lot of the Center’s neiehbor. the Board

of Water Supply. It will be a friendraiser and fundraiser for the

Center which is planned to develop into an annual event. At “The

Mauka Makai” event. Ms. Loyal Garner will be honored with the

first Mauka Makai Award for serving as a spokesperson on cancer

and for her courage in sharing her personal experiences as a cancer

survivor.
At the time of celebrating past accomplishments, it is also

important to look to the future. The Cancer Center faces significant

challenges and opportunities. As a result of its growing research

prograis. the CancerCenter building on Lauhala Street has become

too small to house all investigators. The Center is currently going

through a phase of establishing satellite facilities on the UH Manoa

campus and elsewhere in 1-lonolulu. However, the vision is for a

new Cancer Center building. which will reunite all cancer research

activities under one roof and will provide the necessary space to

meet the needs of the growmg research programs. Furthermore, to

achieve designation from the NCI as a “comprehensive cancer

center”, the Cancer Research Center has been charged with devel

oping a state—of—the—art outpatient facility which will significantly

enhance the clinical research opportunities of its faculty. Such a

facility will simultaneously allow us to make innovative cancer

treatments available in Hawaii and will result in better and coordi

nated care for Hawaii’s cancer patients. Such an outpatient compo

nent of the Cancer Center would ideallx be operated in partnership

with community oncologisis and hospitals.

For more information on the Cancer Research Center of Hawaii

and “The Mauka Makai ovage of Discovery”, please visit the

Cancer Center’s weh%lte at www.creh.org.

OAHU: 941-4411

NEIGHBOR ISLANDS TOLL-FREE:
1-800-362-3585

Free Hotline 24 Hours a Day.

POISON CENTER TIPS

• Keep the number 0f the Hawaii Poison Center on
or near your telephone.

• f you suspect a poisoning, do not wait for signs
and symptoms to develop. Call the Hawaii Poison
Center immediately.

• Always keep Ipecac Syrup in your home. (This is
used to make a person vomit in certain types of
poisoning.> Do i use Ipecac Syrup
unless advised by the Hawaii Poison
Center.

• Store all medicines, chemicals, and household
products out 0f reach and out 0f sight, preferably
locked up.

• A good rule to teach children is to “always ask
first” before eating or drinking anything—don’t
touch, don’t smell, don’t taste.

Donate to help us save lives.
Mciii checks, payable to:

Hawaii Poison Center
1319 Punahou Street, Honolulu, HI 96826

1 -1•L L’14 I I R
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Classified Notices

To place a classified notice:
HMA members—Please send a signed and type

written ad to the HMA office. As a benefit of member
ship. HMA members may place a complimentary one
time classified ad in HMJ as space is available.

Nonmembers.—Please call 536-7702 for a non-
member form. Rates are Si .50 a word with a minimum
of 20 words or S30. Not commissionable. Payment
must accompany written order.

Office Space

MAUI— Medical office space. turnkey, central location,
plenty of parking. 600-2500 square feet. Call Lorne
Direnfeld. M.D. (808) 877-5811.

Physician Wanted

KAUAI— Seeking a BC/BE primary care internist: Inter
ests in rheumatology, infectious diseases and geriatrics
are welcome. Proficiency in treadmill stress testing
desired. Kauai Medical Clinic is a 65-physician multi-
specialty group affiliated with Wilcox Health Systems
181-bed community hospital. This outstanding oppor
tunity offers excellent quality of life in a safe, beautiful.
family oriented rural community. Competitive salary,
benefits and relocation package. Send/fax CV to: M.
Keyes-Saiki. Kauai Medical Clinic. 3-3420 Kuhio High
way, Suite B. Lihue. HI, 96766-i 098. Fax(808)246-1 625.
E-mail: tngy-sg(ki@wJlcoxbtb,,or

Assistant Professor

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR— Position Nos.88885T,
85755T and 85754T, M3, Geriatric Medicine Program,
John A. Burns School of Medicine. F/T, to begin approx.
August/September for one year, non-tenurable, DU
TIES: Incorporate geriatric teaching in medical school
curriculum, all residency programs. and continuing
medical education. Curriculum development, clinical
and didactic teaching. clinical teaching services re
search publications and community service
commensurate with academic rank. MQS: M.D. or
DO. degree; board eligible or board certified, fellow
ship in Geriatric Medicine, Certified ior eligible for
certification) in Geriatric Medicine, eligible for Hawaii
license and demonstrated ability in teaching. DOS
Mm, Annual Sal 878.924. Send updated CV.. bibli
ography. and 5 names of reference to: Patricia Lanoie
blanchette. M.D.. MPH. Geriatric Medicine Program.
John A. Burns Schooi of Medicine. University of Ha
wa:i. 347 Nc. Kuakini St.. HPM-9. Honolulu, HI 96817.
Ciosng Date: Aug. 13. 2001. An EEC AA Institution.

Steinway
Pianos
Great New Selection Of
Steinway Grands &
Uprights! Including Rare
Exotic Woods, Designer
Styles and Limited Editions.

• Largest Piano nventory
In Hawaii - New & Used

• Guaranteed Lowest Prices

1500 S.King Street

9466500
Neighbor Islands Toll Free 1 -800-704-0441 I

in life when we start

what really

Helping people with
terminal illness, their
families and loved
ones live every day at

924-9255



The Weathervane Russell T. Stodd MD

Shooting Up Once Is Airight Twice Is Too Much . Three Is
Not Enough.
A not rare event occurred recently involvmg a Hawaii ph sician with an
addiction problem. A fellow physician earned of his colleague s disorder
and was torn with whether to “rat’’ on his friend, or keep quiet about the
whole thing, since the doctor seemed to have no dii ficuIt ss ith his medical
practice. Fortunately. in our state we has e an actise phi-sic/an ‘.s Iwo/i/i
€-oinnu nec in the Hawaii Medical Association is h ich sen es to con tni nit the
addicted physician. If cauchi it time. the comm luec can deter his prosecu—
tioli and steer him on a path tor sur\ is al It can save his professional career
and perhaps his life. It isn’t ratting an a friend is hen on he I p hi in into a rehab
program Furthermore. if a fellow ph sician is ass are i it an i ti paired doctor
and fails to seek help for the errant ph sician. both are in a vulnerable
liability position.

It Takes A Lot Of Suits To Keep A Lawyer Well Dressed.
One of the first cases involving a lawsuit against an H7sIO i cardiology
urotip occurred in Texas when a —tO ear old is oman died of congestive
heart failure three days after a physician had prescribed a drug for symptoms
of heart valve disease. When the patient called his office because her
sYmptoms were worsening. a nurse advised her to double the dose of the
niedication. The Lunilv hroueht a lawsuit clatrtti ng that the patient was
unable to get an appointment because the HMO referral from her primar\
care phsician had expired. It was alleged that the HMO is ithheld 10 of
its payments to providers until the end of the ear as an incentis e to reduce
costs, Ultimately, the stnt was settled hetore trial in order to as oid a ]ur\

erdict. The general counsel forthe Texas Medical Association heliese’ the
HNIO liability law is serving its purpose since the cardiolog group would
has e been liable for the total amount is ithom the statute.

Congress In Session- Nothing Ado About Much.
Any tYpe of tortreform is rare from the U.S. Senate. But, this Mas 9.2001.
the Senate passed the Teacher Liability Protection Act of 2001 which
included an amendment shielding teachers from liahilil\ for conduct that
conforms to laws or school rules. Moreos er. it abolishes punitive damages
and joint and several liability in actions against teachers. The I louse of
Representatives svill act upon parallel legislation shortly. It does not
directly impact the adjudication of medical malpractice claims, hut any
Senate tort reform is a step. This process will probably stay alive until the
trial lawyers lobby does their usual number of annihilating any medical
malpractice tort reform,

If You Remember The Sixties, You Weren’t There. Part 2
In a May decision, the Stipreme Court of the United States unanimously
ruled against the Oakland Cooperative in regard to the medical use of
marijuana. While the therapeutic issue is one of ongoing debate, the
legalities are fairly straightforward. Congress has defined marijuana as a
class one drug without any medical use. The question ss as one of svhether
the Court would overrule Congress. and by unanimous decision, the Court
decided not to do that, If, as proponents claim, there are appropriate medical
uses of the drug. presentations should he made to Coitgress. Scientific
research based upon established therapeutic principals. must be presented.
Anecdotes and testimonials ivill not suffice to cons ince Coitgress to
decriminalize a substance which mans still iess as the gatewa\ to cocaine
and heroin addiction.

Utah Winter Olympic Event - Downhill Polygamy!
lit I roit County, Utah, two men pleaded gui lt\ n drilling hi ‘le in a is s man’s
skull is ith her permission . The DiStrict Attorne\ pscuts’d them for
practicing medicine without a I icene. Sonue .\‘ss -isa- I ol loss ers clai in the
procedure. called ‘‘trepanation.’’ promotes higher con’c inusness and re
lies Cs depression. Does this fail under the definition ii ,ilternatis e niedical
came to he used when St.John’ssvort fails. Of course, sone doubters niht
as’, u me that the hoLe crowd is pia I na us i th about halt a deck.

Survival Of The Effetest.
Pamela Gardiner. deputy Inspector general far ta\ attains. is anted to learn
hosv IRS employees used their government eon iputer’. Os er a period of

months, her staff evaluated 16,(>00 workers. The results are amusing. hut
notverv funny. Outof 16,275 hours online. ,250 uthats over half, friends)
were devoted to trading stocks. gambling and downloading erotica. 23rt
svere using their IRS computers to blab in Internet chat rooms. 20’ were
searching forjohopportunities. amid 7/ went shopping. The report summed
up. “the IRS is losing productivity. creating Linnccessai’v demand on us
telecommunications s\ stein, and could he fostering a hostile is ark ens iron—
ucla by allowing sexual l explicit material i ito the is onkplace s ia the
Internet.” I am shocked! Senate Finance Committee chairman, C’hanles
Grassle’; before the sss utcheroo I, was not amused either and said. “some
IRS employees are clcanl goofing ot’f:’ These are the sante people who are
auditing our tax returns. and accordi ttg to the report .37 ‘ of phone calls are
not even answered. ‘Those are the lucky phone calls, because the IG also
found that the IRS gave incorrect ansss ens to taxpa\ ens’ questions -t9’e of
the time Flat tax. an\ one?

Only In Paradise Does Cancer, Heart Disease, Stroke, et
seq, Add 4.17%.
The American Medical Nesvs ran a stor telling ofthe only states svith a sick
tax, Minnesota’s 1 .5./ and \Vest Virginia’s 2’ . hut somehow the writer
overlooked Hawaii’s 4.1 7h. .\ bill offered in the last legislative session
would have removed the “disease tax” ii hich is pail ot’the net’anious Hawaii
tax code called zenei’a/ excise tar. The GET. us hich allosvs compounding
of virtually all transactions, is so much a part of our pork state government
budget, that the politicians just can’t find a sva to stop penahiting sick
people in Hasvaii, including those suffering terminal illness, Joe Souki,
speaker emeritus, stated that the issue is not dead and can he reconsidered
at the next session. May I suggest that you not suspend respiration.

Another Thing Stranger Than Fiction Is Woman.
The Supreme Court of the United States recently ruled 6—S in favor of 10
women who filed a lass slut against the Medical University of South
Carolina. In 1989 the medical facility established polio whereby it tested
pregnant women for drugs is ithout their consent. The fear was that cocaine
use among pregnant women was increasing. The policy was nun in
conjtmction with law-enforcement authorities, and users were thereby
liable for prosecution. Justice John Paul Stevens. writing for the majority,
said the program violated the Fourth ,Amendment rights against unreason
able searches, Dissenting Justices Rehnquist. Scalia and Thomas said
doctors are supposed to have patients’ welfare m mind, and if they happen
to provide evidence for the police, that “should make no difference.” Thank
goodness the other 2/3 of the Court disagreed.

The Shape Of Things To Come.
Only in California, the land of almonds. oranges. and other fruits and nuts,
comes the latest fad in baby shower parties. The expectant mother, at eight
plus months of gestation. strips hare while her friends lay plaster over her
anterior torso. After about If) minutes. the cast of her abdomen and breasts
is removed, still thin enough to reveal graphic contours of her stretched full
frontal hod Some mothers save the cast to hang on the wall as a proud
memento. Others have turtied them into planters. cand hosvls. cradles for
the newborn, or even center pieces f’or the dining room table. Some viesvers
have been shocked at the detail revealed in plaster. sshile some others don’t
recognize what it is. Belly casters claint the practice dates hack to an ancient
African ritual, and was only revived in California in the lOSOs. Whatever.
The shower practice is now sweeping the natiort, and there are is ebsites for
do-it-yourself kits. Preghelhs dot org\ 7

ADDENDA
•:• The fire—hell ted toad has a heart—shaped pupil.
+ Perhaps wan is God’’. iva\ ot teaching us geograph.
+ Nh parakeet died. We were pla nv badminton.
+ Just remember. 0 the world didn’t suck, sic us oimld sill fsdl off.
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